
COMPACT  PEDALS

TU-3

 » World’s most popular pedal tuner; seen 
 on pedalboards everywhere

 » Super accurate and easy to read in any environment

 » BOSS durability and quality: 5 year warranty!

 » MSRP: $160.50 Street: $99

CH-1

 » Provides the famous BOSS original stereo chorus sound

 » Four controls make it super easy to dial in perfect  
 chorus  sounds

 » Sounds great in mono and stereo

 » MSRP: $154.40; Street: $99

TE-2

 » A historical milestone: it’s the 100th BOSS pedal!

 » Proprietary Multi-Dimensional Processing technology 
 separates incoming audio into several dimensions to 
 provide optimum effect for any type of sound or playing

 » Unique ultra-dynamic stereo echo and ambient effects 
 controllable by playing dynamics

 » MSRP: $291.50; Street: $179

DS-1

 » The best selling BOSS distortion: used by top 
 pros everywhere

 » Responds to playing dynamics for authentic feel 
 and sound

 » MSRP: $78.50; Street: $49

DA-2

 » Uses BOSS’s Multi-Dimensional Processing technology 
 (MDP) to deliver ideal distortion tones wherever you 
 play on the guitar neck

 » Superb unique “clear” distortion; ultra-responsive 
 to volume changes and playing dynamics

 » DA-2 “knows” where and what you are playing to 
 produce optimum tone whether it’s screaming leads 
 or heavy chords

 » MSRP: $210.50; Street: $129

MT-2

 » One of the most popular BOSS pedals; super long 
 sustain and heavy mids and lows

 » Very wide range of distortion tones from mild to extreme

 » 3-band EQ with semi-parametric mid controls provide 
 ultra-wide tone range

 » MSRP: $166.50; Street: $99

MO-2

 » Uses BOSS MDP technology to produce unique 
 polyphonic harmonic overtones for new unique sounds

 » Great for leads and chordal playing

 » Combine with DA-2 and TE-2 for fantastic, huge 
 tonal textures

 » MSRP: $259.50; Street: $159

BD-2

 » Classic tube tones with strong gain and output

 » Very responsive to dynamics and picking technique

 » Sounds and feels just like a vintage tube amp

 » MSRP: $160.50; Street: $99

 » BOSS stereo digital delay with several modes, including 
 Reverse, Modulation Delay and Analog Delay: models 
 the famous BOSS DM-2 analog delay, beloved for its 
 characteristic warm delay sound

 » 6400 ms delay time and built in 40 second 
 looper (Hold mode)

 » Built in tap tempo and external EXP pedal 
 control for real time control of delay parameters

 » MSRP: $264.50; Street: $169

DD-7

 » Top of the line stereo compact pedal looper

 » Massive internal memory: 99 onboard loops, 3 hours 
 of stereo looping

 » Built in drums for perfect loop timing plus USB for easy 
 connection to computers

 » MSRP: $318.50; Street: $199

RC-3
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